
 

 

Seminar 1 

 

 

Now we find that poverty is not only an attitude of mind but that in the 

mass thinking and in the average person’s experiences it is necessary for it is 

used as a device to gain attention. We find that this is a deformity or a 

weakness in the personality; and that through an expression of this delusion 

of lack, they are able to attract attention to themselves and in so doing find a 

fulfillment of their basic personality needs. The vibration of lack or poverty is 

predominate with the masses of people because of a lack of understanding of 

the spiritual laws governing the universes. 

When these spiritual laws are understood and applied, we will find that 

there is no such thing in truth as limit or lack of anything. Poverty does not 

only apply to the material dimension but it applies to all dimensions. It 

applies to poverty of the spirit, to poverty of the physical body and it applies 

to poverty of the mind. As long as we find a need in our personality to have 

attention drawn to us, we will continue to emanate, to express, and to 

experience this so-called lack and limitation. 

This adaptability of which we wish to speak this evening is the 

adaptability to constant change for that that is in form is governed and under 

the Law of Change. If a person is not willing or able to be moved from various 

positions that they think they hold in anything, then they are stagnated in 

their spiritual awakening and illumination. 

We find that the needs of people to hold to things is caused from an 

insecurity within themselves. The only thing that blocks us from awakening 

the spirit within us is our mind that sees no security because the mind 

cannot see the spirit that is within and without. 

So often we find ourselves governed by devices that we have set into 

motion; and these devices are not something that we apply or have learned in 

adult age, but they stem from our very early experiences. When the child 

cries and it is quickly attended to, it accepts that that is a means of gaining 

attention. And unless in our growth through life we become aware of the need 

of the Divine Spirit that is within us, we will find ourselves traveling through 

many realms of deception, delusion, and illusion. 



We have taught that color is vibration and by vibration are you guided 

and by vibration do you attract all things into your lives. Balance is the 

keynote for a perfect peace of mind. But balance cannot be accomplished by 

those who are not willing or not ready to recognize that there is a power 

flowing through them. That is the only permanent security that they will 

ever know. 

We are conditioned in a world of form, especially on your earth realm, of 

gain. The mind, the brain, constantly seeks that which it can bring unto 

itself. Its great delusion is that it is not able to free the things that it brings 

to itself because it has not learned and does not understand that man is 

designed to be a clear channel of perfect, harmonious flow. This flow is 

blocked when our desires of the mind become the greatest, more so than our 

soul faculties. 

In reference to color (its vibration), it not only is vibration, but it is sound 

and it is movement. Everything that you are experiencing, you are the 

creator of. There is nothing outside of you that has brought to you the things 

that you experience and the things that you continue to experience. If it is 

your present desire to be freed from the bondage and the prison of self, then 

learn to be a free channel. Learn to let go. Learn to give. Because, my good 

friends, if you cannot learn to give, then you cannot free yourself from the 

problems, the misery, and the grief that besets you. 

Therefore be not concerned for tomorrow and be not concerned for 

yesterday but be ye concerned with this moment, for in this moment you have 

power and you have the greatest power the world has ever known. It is only 

yourself that is blocking it from full expression. There comes a time in this 

great eternity when we wish that we had awakened before. 

So many words are given to your realm, so many words of wisdom and 

guidance. The ear hears but it does not listen because the doors of the ear are 

closed with what is known as self or ego. We do not teach that the so-called 

self or ego should be annihilated; but, my good friends, unless we make the 

effort to educate it, to understand it, then we are traveling in the realm of 

delusion of our own creation. 

This is not the first time that your spirit has expressed in form, nor will it 

be the last time that it expresses in form. Therefore, awaken to the great 

truth of eternal life. Awaken to this great understanding that you are here in 

this particular form or forms to serve a purpose. He who learns the path of 

selfless service frees himself from the bondage of his own thoughts and 

creations. 



When you learn to give as a daily pattern, you will rise out of creation and 

you will look at its multitudes of experiences but you will no longer be a part 

of them. 

I wish that it were possible to wave some magic wand and awaken your 

minds to this great truth, but I know that that is contrary to natural law and 

is not possible for anyone to do. 

Stop each day and ponder. Ask yourself the question, “In what way may I 

serve this Divine Light this day?” And if you will do that in sincerity and 

honesty, you will find a new life, a new horizon, and a new purpose to your 

soul’s incarnation. The realms that await the form are ever in harmony and 

in accord with the basic expression of the inner being known as motive. 

No one will ever change you, my friends, nor will you ever change another, 

for the change comes about when the light of your soul begins to cast its 

healing rays upon the multitudes of functions and creations that you all are 

swimming through. I tell you these few words not from reading a book or 

combination thereof, but from many years of traveling those paths. 

The tendency of the mind has its effects upon your body, and not only 

upon your physical body but upon the body in which you are going into when 

you shed this piece of clay. Each thought and attitude that you hold in mind 

you create in form; and being the creator of your vehicle of mind, you will find 

yourself formed and deformed according to what you entertain in your own 

inner being. 

The realms that await so many are not all a heaven, nor are they all a 

hell. Each effect in your body is revealing to you a basic deformity in what is 

termed personality, character, and mind. There is a direct relationship 

between your attitude of mind and your physical body. Someday, to those 

who become students, each and every so-called disease will be revealed to you 

in relationship to the type of mind that creates it. 

I am privileged to say to you that conditions that attack the area of the 

throat are directly attributed to what is termed resentment. Conditions 

which react in the feet are directly connected to suppressed desire. We ask 

only, my children, that you think, not that you believe or disbelieve. 

There are steps to creation and if you will go inside of yourself and come 

out of the illusion in which the masses of your world are swimming, if you 

will make that effort and you will be sincere, you will find a peace, a heaven, 

that no words can ever express. 

There is and has been so much concern regarding communication with 

these so-called different dimensions. Guides and teachers are the mirrors 



that reflect back to you where you are on the evolutionary scale of spiritual 

awakening. They are no higher, nor lower, than your soul’s aspiration. Most 

of them are attracted from higher realms under the vibratory waves of 

compassion for they have trod the path centuries ago that you are treading 

today. 

You cannot put more water into a cup than the cup is capable of holding 

for the cup then shall runneth over. Therefore do you not see the wisdom of 

service, of giving in order that you may receive that which you are desiring? 

I am well aware of the seeming difficulties of reaching the light within 

and so many feel that they’re not growing because they’re not hearing or 

they’re not seeing. Remember, my children, that God’s greatest work is done 

in silence and indeed is silence golden. So when you see not and you hear not, 

indeed, you are being blessed, for things of the spirit are discerned by the 

spirit and things of the mind by the mind. If you would only think and learn 

to accept. Open your faculty of humility and greater gifts than your mind 

could ever desire will be bestowed upon you. 

Things of your world are things of form. They come, they go, only to come 

again. Learn to use them, not abuse them. They are the tools that the Divine 

Infinite Power has given to you. Do not let them rule you for they will rob you 

of the greatest peace that you can ever know. 

Each attitude of mind that you entertain releases from your aura a color 

and that color blends only with colors that are harmonious to it. Therefore if 

your experiences are bitter, go into the silent sanctorium within and change 

your color. 

Learn to perceive the colors of peace, of harmony, of poise, and then the 

power will flow through you to serve all mankind; for he who serves another 

in truth serves himself. That is the Law of Creation. It is universally 

applicable to all things. Think of those around and about you. Put your 

thoughts into action. And then, my children, you will fulfill the purpose of 

your being in form. 

The laws of merit apply in all dimensions. Your soul has not entered the 

form that you are in by accident or by chance, but it has merited the 

experience that the form has to offer. 

You are never left without choice. You may take the experiences and grow 

thereby or you may try to push them out of your lives and have them return 

in another way and another day. 

Our adversities are indeed our attachments and it is a great truth that 

intolerance guarantees the thing intolerable. 



Whoever enters your life is attracted to your life by a divine law; you may 

learn from that experience and be free. We are governed by form as long as 

we are attached to form. We are governed by the world as long as we 

continue, through attention, to attach to that world. There is no illumination 

possible outside of the path of selfless service because illumination is truth, 

love, and wisdom. Do not let the mind reject the very thing that will free you 

in this great eternity. 

Good night. 
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